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E N G L I S H S U M M A R Y

An accurate mental image of the world is crucial in order to make good
decisions in everyday life. Besides knowing what is happening around us,
it’s just as important to know when things are happening. Properties of
our environment develop as time passes, so it is vital we have an accurate
mental representation of the passing of time. For example, an athlete
preparing for the start of a race ("ready... set... go!") will make use of
earlier experiences with the "set... go!" interval to make sure the first
movement happens as quick as possible. This accurate representation of,
for example, this "set... go!" interval is formed through processes in the
brain that are not yet fully understood. We tend to investigate them in
artificial laboratory environment that don’t always generalize to behavior
in the "real world". In this dissertation I investigate time perception
and bridge the gap between knowledge accumulated in the lab, and
knowledge accumulated in ecologically valid settings. This dissertation
consists of four parts that will form this bridge.

In Part ii I describe three experimental studies that investigate the
cognitive mechanisms that could establish time perception, and how the
brain could facilitate these mechanisms. One such potential mechanisms
could be an internal clock with a certain regularity that indicates the
passing of time. This mechanism is able to explain a substantial amount
of variation between situations. For example, why in some situations time
seems to pass quickly, while in others it seems to pass slowly. However,
the neurological underpinnings of this theoretical mechanism have been
di�cult to uncover. The studies in Part ii explore the possibility of a
clock mechanism in the brain, and discuss possible alternatives.

In Chapter � I describe several experiments we performed to show if
particular memory processes could be responsible for starting an internal
clock. By presenting stimuli very briefly on a computer screen we were
able to delay the moment of memory consolidation of certain target
stimuli (in the order of ��� milliseconds). We concluded that delay of
memory consolidation, confirmed through EEG signals, did not cause a
delay in temporal estimation of those targets. This led us to conclude
that memory consolidation does not serve as a starting mechanism for
interval timing.

The way perceived passing of time can be influenced by fear is de-
scribed in Chapter �. Sustained fear may gradually build up and lead
to a state of acute fear. These typed of fear have di�erent e�ects of
arousal an attention, which in turn influence the perception of time. The
dynamic development of arousal and attention e�ects are currently not
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yet fully considered since most studies elicit fear using sudden triggers.
In Chapter � I present a novel way to dynamically induce fear in partic-
ipants: by letting them view an entire horror movie while simultaneously
asking them to reproduce learned intervals at irregular moments. The
reproductions became longer at intermediate levels of fear, while they
became shorter during the most fearful and least fearful moments. This
result confirms that fear may distract attentional resources from temporal
processes, while fear induced arousal may speed up these processes.

Besides the idea that temporal processes are influenced by emotion,
core body temperature has also been shown to a�ect timing. Some studies
suggest that an increase of core body temperature speed up an internal
clock, leading to faster time perception. However, the consequence of this
increased clock speed on other cognitive processes remains unclear. In
Chapter � I describe a study in which we rigorously test this hypothesis
by inducing passive hyperthermia in participants through immersion
in warm water. We then tested how the heat induced change in time
perception influenced their decisions on tasks with a time limit. We
found that participants underreproduced the learned intervals when
their core body temperature was high, and their ability to perform a
two-alternative forced-choice displayed characteristics of increased time
pressure. This not only shows the important role of time perception
in decision making, but also the influence of temperature on this role.
Therefore, e�ects of temperature on decision making must be considered
in work environments in which change in code body temperature is a
risk.

In Part iii of this dissertation I expand on the way behavioral studies
we perform in the lab generalise to timing behavior on everyday life.
Many computer task we subject our participants to are rather artificial.
It is often di�cult to determine of the participant has truly understood
our instructions, if they are motivated, and if they maybe use a di�erent
and unexpected strategy to perform our tasks. The two studies I describe
in Part iii make use of designs that teach us more about how humans
perceive time in ecologically valid settings.

In Chapter � I describe study of the precision of time estimations
in humans. Although on average humans can very accurately estimate
time intervals, the degree of variation between individuals is large. In
a situation where accurate timing is rewarded but early responses are
punished, the optimal amount of risk depends on the precision of the
timer. Earlier studies showed humans and animals adjust their response
time in a near optimal way based on the magnitude of the punishment
and their own impreciseness. However, it remains unclear whether this
optimality specifically applies to interval timing, or whether it generalises
to other sensori-motor modalities. In Chapter � I compare responses
to an interval timing task to a distance estimation task with an identical
reward/punishment scheme. We found that participants adjusted their
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responses nearly optimal. But, when there was a risk of high punishment,
participants did not adjust enough to be optimal. Because this pattern
was comparable between modalities, this e�ect may be best explained
through a mechanism that works independently from modality.

In the end, the most ecologically valid situation to study timing behav-
ior is in actual daily life. In Chapter � I investigate Attentional Gate
Theory in a very ecologically valid setting. This theory assumed a gate
may block certain timing processes if not enough attentional resources
are available. According to this theory, the moment of distraction should
not influence the degree of speeding up of slowing down of subjective
time. In this study we show, through analysis of ��,��� data sets, that
highly motivated players of the online multiplayer real-time strategy
game StarCraft� indeed respond later to timed actions when they are
distracted by other tasks during the interval. However, transient periods
of distraction during the interval influence timing to a lesser degree
compared to when distraction takes place right before a response is due.
With this study we extend the work of Taatgen et al. (����), and propose
and alternative Active Check theory that states that distracted attention
causes participants to briefly not check their internal time mechanism.






